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DISCRETE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND

RANDOM RESISTIVE NETWORKS

CEZARY S. SURMA

This thesis studies deterministic and random networks by investigating

electrical networks composed solely of resistors with, respectively,

deterministic and random resistances. The former are called the resistive

networks, the latter the random resistive networks.

An important network - theoretical problem of expressing global net-

work parameters in terms of local network parameters is addressed to. For

the resistive networks explicit formulae are obtained giving resistance

between any two nodes, or sets of nodes, in terms of the resistances of the

deterministic component resistors. For the random resistive networks

moments, for example the variance, of the (random) resistance between any

two nodes, or sets of nodes, are explicitly found in terms of the moments

of the resistances of the random component resistors.

Also, the concept of the discrete Green's function of a network is

proposed and networks are considered in terms of their discrete Green's

functions. A number of properties of the discrete Green's functions of

networks are introduced and proved. They are used to construct for each

network a new distance function via the network's discrete Green's

function. Such a metric, unlike the conventional network metrics, is

characteristic of each network, and for the case of a resistive network is

shown to give the distance between any two nodes as equal to the value of
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the resistance between those nodes. Thus, electrical resistance is

postulated to be a metric on resistive networks.

A closed method of finding explicit formulae for the discrete Green's

functions of a wide class of networks is presented, and some specific

resistive and random resistive networks of interest are studied in detail

after their discrete Green's functions are found explicitly by the

introduced method. Simulation techniques are also used on those specific

networks to confirm the theoretical results.

Possible applications of the obtained results to the following related

areas are indicated: random walks, percolation theory, network sensitivity

analysis, network optimization, transportation networks, transport

phenomena in random media, theory of infinite networks.
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